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ABSTRACT
Most feature descriptors need point normal information to be
computed prior to computing the descriptor itself. We present
a descriptor transform and apply it to the SHOT descriptor
that allows to entirely omit the computation of normals. Further, our transform reduces the number of descriptor dimensions of SHOT by more than 90%, decreasing the computational requirements for feature matching and the memory
footprint for feature storage. Despite the heavy reduction
in the number of dimensions, our approach retains a high
descriptiveness and the computational efficiency of SHOT.
We evaluate the proposed transform on datasets for keypoint
matching and 3D shape classification and show that it is competitive with state of the art descriptors.
Index Terms— Descriptor Transform, Keypoint Matching, Point Cloud Registration, Shape Classification
1. INTRODUCTION
Reliably matching keypoints has become a wide-spread task
with many application domains such as object classification,
shape retrieval, registration and simultaneous localization and
mapping. Nowadays, affordable RGBD-cameras are widely
available and bring the task of keypoint matching into the domain of 3D data. For matching, keypoints need to have a
unique representation that is usually achieved by computing a
feature descriptor around the keypoint location.
A recent survey on the performance of feature descriptors
[1] concluded that the best performing feature descriptors are
RoPS [2], FPFH [3] and SHOT [4]. According to that survey,
for time-critical application FPFH is best suited for data with
a low number of points, while SHOT can efficiently handle a
large number of points. On the other hand RoPS is less efficient to compute, but produces good results on point clouds
with different noise levels and point densities. These handcrafted feature descriptors do not require prior training and
can be computed directly on the data. However, a recent trend
is to learn descriptors with deep neural networks [5], [6].
In this work we adhere to SHOT, one of the classic descriptors. SHOT achieves a good performance in descrip-

tiveness and computational efficiency. Out of the three best
performing feature descriptors reported in [1] it has the highest number of dimensions: 352. For comparison, FPFH has
33 and RoPS has 135 dimensions. Further, all of these descriptors require point normals to be computed prior to the
descriptor computation. Computing normals for point clouds,
especially if the point clouds are not organized, takes a significant amount of time. Real-time feature matching application
therefore benefit from features that do not rely on point normals. Specific features for real-time classification were designed for object recognition [7] or traffic scene analysis [8].
In this paper we tackle these two shortcomings of SHOT.
We present a transform called Short SHOT that efficiently reduces the number of dimensions of the SHOT descriptor from
352 to 32, which is 9% of its original size. Moreover, as we
will show in Sec. 3 this transform omits the necessity to compute point normals prior to computing the descriptor. Thus, an
entire pipeline step in descriptor computation is left out. The
decrease of dimensions reduces computational requirements
for feature matching and makes Short SHOT lightweight for
feature storage. At the same time, Short SHOT retains a high
descriptiveness and the computational efficiency of SHOT.
Transforming the SHOT descriptor was already proposed
in [9] with the goal of creating B-SHOT, a binary descriptor for 3D data. The goals were similar to ours, reducing the
memory footprint and allowing for faster matching. However, same as SHOT, B-SHOT also requires point normals to
be computed in advance. Further, B-SHOT acquires its efficiency from the binary nature of the descriptor, whereas we
reduce the number of dimensions. We therefore regard our
contribution in this work as complementary to B-SHOT and
will use a similar evaluation as [9] for keypoint matching and
transformation matrix estimation based on the matched keypoints. Additionally, we evaluate the performance of Short
SHOT in a probabilistic Hough-voting pipeline [10] for 3D
shape classification.
To make this paper self-contained we briefly present the
SHOT descriptor in Sec. 2. Our proposed feature transform
is introduced in Sec. 3 and extensively evaluated in Sec 4. Finally, Sec. 5 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2. SHOT DESCRIPTOR
When presenting the Signature of Histograms of Orientations
(SHOT) [4], Tombari et al. start by categorizing existing
3D feature descriptors into the categories signatures and histograms. By proposing the SHOT descriptor they aim at combining the advantages of signatures and histograms in one descriptor. The authors of SHOT further emphasize the importance of a unique and unambiguous local reference frame to
compute the descriptors. Given their reference frame, a spherical 3D grid with 32 cells is superimposed on the local point
neighborhood. A local histogram based on the normal angles
is computed for each of the cells. The final descriptor has
352 dimensions and is the concatenation of these histograms,
including some interpolation to avoid boundary effects.
3. SHORT SHOT TRANSFORM
The SHOT descriptor is a signature of histograms computed
on a spherical 3D grid. It is crucial to emphasize the differences between a signature and a histogram at this point [11].
A signature is a localization of a specific (geometric) property, while a histogram is an accumulation of such a property.
In the SHOT descriptor, the localization happens by dividing
the spherical 3D grid into cells, while the accumulation occurs within the cells.
Each cell is a localization of points and their respective
normals at a certain position relative to the local reference
frame. Inside the cell and independent of its position each
point’s normal contributes to a histogram of values. More
formally, the SHOT descriptor S is a concatenation of histograms Hi :
S=

n
[
i=1

Hi =

b X
n [
[

Ij (xk ) ,
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where n = 32 is the number of grid cells, b = 11 is the
number of histogram bins and Ij (·) an indicator function
(
1 x ∈ j,
Ij (x) =
(2)
0 otherwise ,
determining whether the value x falls into bin j. In case of
SHOT, the value x is the angle between the z-axis of the reference frame in the query point and the normal of a neighboring point. The histogram of each cell encodes all values xk
of the neighboring points (within the support radius) that fall
into that cell.
While the resulting descriptor is highly descriptive, it has
the disadvantage of requiring the computation of point normals. Although point normals can be computed efficiently,
especially on organized point clouds, this might not be sufficient enough for some real-time scenarios or unorganized
point clouds [7], [8]. Further, when numerous descriptors

need to be stored, a low-dimensional descriptor has the advantage of a lower memory footprint. The proposed transform
targets application domains where time and memory load is
more critical than accuracy.
We propose to transform the SHOT descriptor by subsuming the 11 bins to a single value to obtain the Short SHOT
descriptor S32 :
S32 =

n X
b X
[

Ij (xk ) .

(3)
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Essentially, instead of creating a histogram per cell, we propose to compute a sum per cell on the spherical grid. The dimensionality of the descriptor is thereby reduced from 352 to
32 which is only 9% of the original length. The points remain
localized by the grid cell relative to the local reference frame.
However, by omitting the histogram binning each point’s contribution is the same regardless of the angle formed by the
z-axis of the reference frame in a point and its normal. This
step makes the proposed descriptor transform independent of
point normals. As a consequence, the normal computation
can be entirely omitted.
Each of the SHOT histograms of angles becomes a localized value representing the number of points that fall into
each of the grid cells. These single values from all grid cells
represent a per cell accumulated quantity, i.e. a histogram. In
this case, however, the histogram does not accumulate over
angles, but over spatial point positions, the grid cells. The
result of the transform, the Short SHOT descriptor, can thus
be regarded as a histogram of signatures - although the signatures are degenerated to single values. After applying Eq. 3
the descriptor is normalized as the original SHOT descriptor
to make it robust against point density variations.
As the original SHOT descriptor, we expect Short SHOT
to be highly descriptive and robust. Due to the significant
reduction of dimensionality we expect some minor loss in descriptiveness. On the other hand, this descriptor does not require point normal information to be computed in advance.
The proposed transform was tested and implemented using the SHOT descriptor. Nonetheless, it is generalizable to
other descriptors employing histograms. This includes other
descriptors for 3D data, but also descriptors for 2D images.
In this case SHOT was chosen because of its high descriptiveness and efficient computation. Further, by applying the proposed transform we can entirely omit a pipeline step, namely
the point normals computation (not present in 2D data).
4. EVALUATION
We evaluate our descriptor transform in two distinct experiments. The first experiment determines the quality of keypoint matching and estimation of a transformation matrix.
The second experiment applies Short SHOT in a probabilistic
Hough-voting scheme [10] for shape classification. A recent
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Fig. 1. Comparison of descriptors based on the Tdif f metric.
Despite the significantly reduced length of Short SHOT this
descriptor allows to estimate transformation matrices with a
low error, matching the low errors obtained with other descriptors in many cases.
survey [1] identified SHOT [4], FPFH [3] and RoPS [2] as
the best performing descriptors. We therefore compare Short
SHOT with these descriptors and additionally with a more recent binary descriptor, B-SHOT [9], in both experiments. Further, we include a comparison with CGF [5], a deep learned
descriptor, in the second experiment.
4.1. Keypoint Matching
We perform a similar evaluation as Prakhya et al. [9] for their
B-SHOT descriptor for keypoint matching. We employ an
extended version of the publicly available Kinect dataset1 of
Tombari et al. [12]. The dataset consists of several scenes
comprising 2 to 4 models each. For each model and scene,
ground truth transformation data is available. In total there
are 49 model-scene pairs available.
First, we uniformly extract keypoints on a regular grid on
the scene and the model and compute feature descriptors. On
one hand, this entails a high keypoint extraction ambiguity
and on the other hand this promotes false correspondences
with keypoints from the background of the scene. Then, reciprocal correspondences between the model and scene descriptors are established. Finally, we use RANSAC to filter
outliers and estimate a 3D transformation Th of the model.
The quality of the estimated transformation hypothesis Th
is assessed by computing the difference Tdif f between the
1 Kinect
dataset:
http://vision.deis.unibo.it/
keypoints3d/?page_id=2
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Fig. 2. Comparison of descriptors based on the Crk metric. The number of correct keypoint correspondences with
Short SHOT is close to the number of correspondences obtained with the original SHOT descriptor. In some cases Short
SHOT even produces more correct matches than FPFH and
RoPS.
ground truth transformation Tg and Th with the Euclidean
metric
v
uX
n
u n X
2
Tdif f = t
Thij − Tgij ,
(4)
i=0 j=0

with n = 3 for homogeneous 3D transformation matrices.
Further, the quality of the descriptor matching is assessed
r
with the correspondence ratio Crk = kcm
as the ratio between the RANSAC correspondences cr and the number of
keypoints extracted from the model km .
The comparative results are presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
Keypoints were extracted on a grid of 0.01m and the descriptor support radius was set to 0.05m in all experiments. For
the Tdif f metric (Fig. 1) we observe an overall good performance of Short SHOT. Although being the descriptor with the
smallest dimensionality, it is sufficient to compute a transformation matrix with small errors. The errors are very similar
to SHOT in many cases and mostly below the errors achieved
with FPFH and RoPS. There is only one outlier (index 27)
stemming from very few keypoints that could be matched in
that model-scene pair. In the other cases (Fig. 2) the number of correspondences that were matched correctly is again
similar to the SHOT descriptor that has significantly more dimensions and above B-SHOT, FPFH and RoPS. This result
highlights the ability of Short SHOT to reliably match keypoints that serve for a correct pose estimation with a small
error and without computing point normal information.

Table 1. Classification accuracy in percent achieved with the
evaluated descriptors on the 3D shape datasets. Short SHOT
achieves same performance as RoPS on ASW, beats FPFH on
SH12 and beats all descriptors on the MCG dataset.

Short SHOT
SHOT
B-SHOT
FPFH
RoPS
CGF

ASW
86.0
88.5
87.0
88.0
86.0
80.5

PSB
60.5
64.7
62.0
61.4
62.1
58.7

SH12
62.7
69.2
64.3
60.3
66.5
58.3

MCG
80.7
80.3
78.9
77.6
78.5
73.1

With the same keypoint grid, but a higher support radius
(0.1m), the number of matched keypoints with Short SHOT is
even closer to the number of SHOT matches. When matched
with a sparser grid of 0.03m and a radius of 0.05m the value
Tdif f increases for all descriptors. Still, Short SHOT stays on
a similar level as SHOT and B-SHOT.
4.2. Shape Classification
Since a descriptor that is reduced to 9% of its original length
is expected to be less descriptive we evaluate Short SHOT in
a probabilistic Hough-voting pipeline for shape classification
[10]. We employ typical 3D shape datasets used to benchmark
3D classification and shape retrieval algorithms:
ASW [13]: a dataset with 400 rigid objects in 20 classes,
half for training, half for classification
PSB [14]: 1814 rigid objects in 7 classes, half for training,
half for classification
SH12 [15]: a dataset with 1200 rigid objects in 60 classes,
half for training, half for classification
MCG [16]: 457 articulated objects in 19 classes, 234 object for training and 224 for classification
We briefly introduce the pipeline and kindly refer the
reader to [10] for details. The Hough-voting pipeline in this
evaluation is an adaptation of the Implicit Shape Model approach of Leibe et al. [17] to 3D data. Keypoints are extracted
on a dense grid and descriptors computed at the corresponding positions. Then a codebook is built by finding k-nearest
neighbors of each descriptor and storing voting vectors for
each of them. Descriptors obtained on the input model are
matched with the codebook and the voting vectors cast votes
into a continuous Hough-space for classification. Maxima in
the Hough-space indicate an object’s identity and position.
Tab. 1 reports the classification results for all evaluated descriptors on the four different 3D shape datasets. Short SHOT
was matched with the Chi-Squared distance and the Hamming
distance was used for B-SHOT, due to its binary nature. All
other descriptors were matched with the Euclidean distance
as the default in the literature. CGF [5] is available in differ-

Table 2. Speed-up achieved when using Short SHOT for 3D
object classification in the framework from [10]. Tests were
run on a notebook with a Core i7-2760QM CPU @ 2.40GHz.
Reported times are per object on the ASW dataset averaged
over 10 runs.
Short SHOT
SHOT

Normals
130 ms

Feature
168 ms
179 ms

Complete Time
423 ms
616 ms

ent variants. We report the variant with the best results (40
dimensions learned from the laser dataset).
As expected, compared to SHOT our proposed transform
looses some descriptiveness due the much shorter descriptor. However, for MCG, the dataset with articulated objects,
we observe a small increase in classification accuracy and an
overall best performance of Short SHOT. We attribute this to
the broad range of shape variants per class. The classic descriptors slightly overfit on this dataset, while Short SHOT
captures the more general appearance of the shapes. On the
other three datasets Short SHOT beats FPFH additionally on
the SH12 dataset and achieves same performance as RoPS on
the ASW dataset, while being considerably faster to compute
and match. B-SHOT on the other hand performs slightly better than Short SHOT on these datasets. Surprisingly, the deep
learned CGF performs worst. We attribute this to the different
type of dataset that was used for learning in [5] which is not
completely transferable to our use case. For the classification
task on these datasets the RoPS and especially the FPHF descriptor have a very long computation time, while B-SHOT
is in the same order of magnitude as Short SHOT. To better
estimate the speed-up gained with Short SHOT we compare
it to SHOT in Tab. 2. The most speed-up is gained by omitting the normal computation. Further the feature matching is
faster with Short SHOT (not separately shown). The complete
classification time per object reduces to 69% when compared
to the SHOT descriptor, while the memory for storing the descriptors is reduced to 9%.
5. CONCLUSION
We present a feature transform called Short SHOT, which
reduces the SHOT descriptor length by over 90%. Short
SHOT is competitive with state of the art descriptors like
SHOT, FPFH and RoPS for the task of feature matching. Further, Short SHOT achieves better results on some datasets for
3D shape classification than the well established descriptors,
while being faster to compute and match without the need to
compute point normals. Since the dimensionality reduction
comes with a small loss in descriptiveness, Short SHOT is
suited for applications where computation time and the memory footprint are more crucial than classification accuracy.
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